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health records road accidents etc > the
proper — as opposed to the nHaleaduig — use of
itatistiu1' cannot be over emphasised Many
young people can now study statistics at school
and college and governments and industries
employ many statisticians See Average
Statute of Westminster 1631 An Act of parha
ment which pave i basis of equality to the
Bn*ish Dommiorij The Dominions as well as
the Unit d Kingdom were defined by the
Balfour Memorandum of 1920 as autonomou.
communities within the British Empire equal
in s* tus in no way ubordmate one to ano her
in any asrec of their domestic or external
affaire though united by a, common allegiance to
the Crown and freely associated as members of
+he Bnti h Commonwealth of Nations The
Stataoe was the requel The Dominions are
sovereign States governed solely by then own
Parliaments and Governments See also K189
Steam Engine a machine whereby steam becomes
the active agent of the working of machinery
ind of very wide application The leading types
of ste°m eniqne are (a) condensing or low
pressure engines where the steam is generated
by a boiler (W non condensing in which the
cylinder exhausts its steam into the open air
Enin.ne=? of the latter type are used where port
ible engine-; are reauirtd
Steam Hammer invented by the Scottish engineer
James Nasmyth (1808-90) in 1839 which
proved of kreit utility in the development of
the iron rrade The hammer itself which zs
ftsed to the end of a piston rod passing through
the bottom of an inverted cylinder often
weighs as much as 80 or 100 tons and is so
perfectly controlled by the steam power that its
action can be so accurately gauged that i*
could be made to crack the glass of a watch
without actually breatanfe it or brought down
upon a mass of molten iron with a force re
presenting, many hundreds of tons
Steann is the portion of fatty matters and oils
which remains solid at an ordinary temperature
and is a compound of steanc acid with glycerine
It is largely need in the manuf icture of candles
With caustic soda stearin forms a soap (sodium
stearate) which is present in most commercial
soaps which contain sodium palmitate and
oleate m addition
Cteel an alloy or iron and carbon with varying
proportions of other minerals The famous
blades of Damascus and steels of Toledo were
made by the cementation and crucible method.
The metal produced by the Bessemer process
(« « ) is ol the highest value for structural pur
poses rails etc In recent years the techmane
known as continuous casting has been developed
•which bypasses some major steps in the conven
tional process of steel making See also Stainless
Steel.
Stereophonic Broadcasting A person having
normal hearinrls able to determine the direction
from which a sound reaches htm by virtue of the
fact that he has two ears and therefore the
sound will reach one of them a fraction ot a
second before it reaches the other This differ
ence in arrival tune allows the brain to calculate
direction It will therefore be apparent that
if the same person, listens to say an orchestr il
concert in a large hall he will be able to detei
mine — even with his eyes shut — the appKra
mate position of a particular Instrument with
respect to the rest of the orchestra If how
ever he listens at home to a broadcast of the
same concert then due to the fact that he hears
the music after it has been picked up by a single
microphone located at one point and radiated
over a single-channel transmission system he
wiH be unable to allocate a definite position to
any Instrument The aim of stereophonic
broadcasting or sound reproduction therefore
is to restore the listener s ability to locate the
position In space of the various sources of sound
and to follow movement To do this It Is neces
sary to use two microphones In the studio — to
simulate ttie two human ears — and to transmit
their outputs, through two similar but separate
chains of equipment to two radio receivers and
their two loudspeakers, which must be placed
some distance apart In the listeners home
Stereotype, a metal cast taken from movable type
 which has been set up in the ordinary way
The first to introduce the process m practical
form m this country was William Ged of Edin
burgh who made stereotype plates m 1730 An
impression of the type matter is first taken by
means of a mould of prepared plaster of Paris
or moistened sheets 01 specially prepared paper
and when molten stereo metal is poured upon
the mould and allowed to cool and harden the
stereo plate is formed and can be prin ed fiom
as i solid block for some time
Steroids A class of structurally related com
pounds based on a bystem of condensed rings
of carbon and hydrogen which «re widely
distributed m animals and plants Included
in the steroid family are sterols found in all
animal cells vitamin D sex hormones bile
acids, and cortisone a drug used in the treat
ment of rheumatic fever
Siabnite the chief ore of antimony chemically
it is antimony sulphide Steely grey in coloui
Stickleback a family of small spiny flnned fish
widely distributed in both fresh and silt water
Male constructs roofed nest held together by
sticky secretion fiom glands near kidneys
Several females deposit eggs therein which he
jealously guards until after young are hatched
Stirrup a loop of metal U shaped strap suspended
from the sides of the saddle used for mounting
and to support the horseman s foot Some
authorities allege their use as far back as the
early lion Age and it is generally believed that
they were used m battle in i d 378 when the
Gothic cavalry defeated the legionaries of the
Emperor Valena at Adrianople Stirrups
relieved the tension on the rider s knee? and so
enabled him to be armed from top to toe
Stoat i slender carnivorous mammal with short
legs related to the weasels The stoat is dis
tmguished from the latter by its longer tail
which has a black tip The black tip is retained
even in the winter when the animal turns white
the fur then being known as ennme It is
found in northern latitudes and is abundant m
Arctic America
Stoma (pi stomata) microscopic pores on the sur
faces of leaves through which gaseous exchanges
take place and water is lost It has been
estimated that a single maize plant bears 200
million stomata usually closed at night
Stone Flies comprise the order of insects called
Plecoptera which includes some 700 species
of which about thirty occur m Britain The
wings are membranous and two long thread
like feelers protrude at the tail end The
larvae arp aquatic
Stonehenge, a remarkable collection of Bronze Age
monuments arranged m two circles 340 ft in
diameter standing on Salisbury Flam Wilt
•"hire Modern archaeological research dates
origin back to between 1860 and 1500 bo
There is some evidence to suggest that the monu
ment may have been built for astronomical pur
poses providing a method of keeping a calendai
for predicting the seasons and foretelling eclipses
of sun and moon. See also J16(l)
Stork, a family of heron like oirds with long bills
freely distributed over Europe Asia Africa and
S America The "White Stork is an occasional
visitor to England and more rarely the Black
Stork these are the only two European storks
Stratosphere a layer of the earth s atmosphere
which begins 6-7 miles above the earth The
attraction of the stratosphere as a medium for
air travel rests upon the absence of storms
indeed weather phenomena as commonly
understood do not occur there being no vertical
temperature gradient in the stratosphere and
no convection currents
Stratum (pi strata) a bed or layer of rock.
Strontium. This silver white metallic element
was discovered by Hope and Klaproth in 1793
and isolated by Sir Humphry Davy in 1808
The chief strontium minerals are celestite
(sulphate) and strontiamte (carbonate) Com
pounds of strontium give a brilliant colour to
fireworks and signal flares Radioactive iso
topes of strontium (strontium 90) are formed as
fission products in nuclear explosions and tend to
collect in bone on account of the chemical similar
ity of strontium and calcium (<r v) This genetic
hazard ib a cause of great alarm, fite« Fall-out
Sturgeon, a large fish found in northern seas and

